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Introduction

Wadhams and Tavares: Introduction

I

t takes more than a brave heart to write a
piece that inspires others—authors need to
inspire themselves first. If you have ever
sat down in front of a white piece of paper, the
overwhelming feeling of hesitation is likely familiar to you. Both daunting and full of potential,
starting is the most difficult stage of all. We were
inspired by each author’s ability to convey such
confidence and direction in the pieces that were
chosen for this year’s issue, and we hope that our
readers feel the same way.
This issue includes a diverse group of topics, ranging from social issues to deeply personal ones. Through them all, we were moved by
their sense of humanity—especially now as we
find ourselves in a pandemic with an increased
sense of isolation. We know that existing within
ourselves can feel lonely, but these pieces break
the confines of a singular body and tell stories
for all of us.
We received submissions from a wide range
of undergraduate classes and enjoyed the review process where we were able to read and
appreciate the work of so many of our talented peers. This year we found pieces that went
beyond the intent of “finishing an assignment” and embraced the opportunity for reflection. Whether covering topics of becoming ourselves, exploring the world, or being
a part of a family, Intertext candidly explores
conversations that spoken words often do
not satisfy. Here, what is said is said with
a purpose.
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